
 

 

 

 

 

Good Morning Everyone...  

School is an important Institution with a large social responsibility. And in this 

perspective, I feel proud and privileged to be presenting the  Annual Report of 

G.H.G.Academy, Khandoor for the Academic Session 2021 – 2022. Although the 

year will be known in history for the pandemic, In the Annals of G.H.G.Academy, 

Khandoor , this year will be marked for being the first year when the Principal 

presents the Annual Report of an Academic Session that saw Virtual Classrooms, 

Teachers online and students glued to their digital devices. we ran a set schedule 

of Time table, where in the curriculum that was designed for the year was not 

lost, instead the children were served it and ensured that they relish and cherish 

it. G.H.G.Academy, Khandoor  is unique in having understood this fact. Every 

single intelligent, forgetful, smiling, moody, enthusiastic, apathetic, reflective, 

short sighted little or big human being that is present in the classroom, on a 

routine has a story of their own; one full of promises heartbreaks and 

complexities of all kind. This rhetoric is a truth which every teacher in 

G.H.G.Academy, Khandoor  has imbibed into their hearts as a personal faith and 

hence strive to make every classroom a happy room. Such happy rooms make 

the vision of the school a reality – To energize young minds, to enthuse them to 

be curious to excite them to be imaginative and to finally mold them to be 

dynamic leaders of tomorrow. The school believes that individuals taught and 

raised in such happy class rooms will come out enthused with a zest for life and a 

passion to do something great. 

 

 

 



 

Academics:  

This was a historic year, not just for G.H.G.Academy, Khandoor but for schools 

across the country, wherein schooling took a new form, completely toppling the 

earlier prevalent practice. However, these changes were not amateur; instead 

teachers at G.H.G.Academy, Khandoor  were subjected to hours of orientation 

and training to equip them. While the learning objectives remained the same 

new learning solutions and methods of achieving it, took precedence. The 

teacher facilitator sat in her home and tried to ensure that the children who were 

in the safety of their homes joined them “on time” to attend the teaching and 

were even subjected to Formative and Term End Examinations. Although the 

start was wobbly due to technical glitches, but soon that too was mastered 

paving way for the assessment and evaluation all in the same mode. The students 

showed immense receptivity and took to the mode instantly. The teachers used 

technology to introduce concepts, explain and also sustain their interest and 

curiosity for the demonstrations and activities. The biggest hamper of course on 

all days and at all times were the absence of physical presence for the children to 

connect and the teacher to understand if the student understood well and true. 

Newer approaches like flipped classroom teaching, application of various 

learning mechanism together helped making the transactions innovative and 

interesting. Of course the vocabulary had additions of the famous line “Please 

mute yourself, Type in the chat box, and I see a raised hand etc., 

Teacher Orientation : 

 The teachers were given extensive orientation on the technique of creating 

lesson plan for the Virtual mode of transaction in the classrooms. They were also 

taught about the different intelligences among the students and the way to 

address each one in the virtual classroom. Knowledge of application of learning 

mechanisms was shared with them and ensured as well and these are practiced 

in virtual classrooms. 

 

 

 



 

Co-Scholastic Activities:  

Co-Scholastic activities are an essential part of school life and helps in enhancing 

learning process of students at school. These activities are meant to bring social 

skills, Intellectual skills, Moral Values, Personality progress and character appeal 

in students. Our Teachers ensured that not just these but the students are also 

stimulated to creative thinking and analyzing to better their social and 

organizational skills. They were provided avenues like the assembly Procedures, 

Observation of National and International Days and other important days to 

showcase their talents and skills. The kindergarteners observed theme days, 

which went a long way in their learning. The activities designed for them meant 

to develop and improve their psycho motor and fine motor skills. Here I would 

like to mention that the parental support was the key of our success. Our 

thoughtful parents of the little children were completely supportive and helped 

the children to do activities monitoring them to follow the instructions of the 

teachers and at time even stepping in too, if need be. As a result, the learning 

objective was achieved to a large extent. 

Festivals Celebrations at G.H.G. Academy, Khandoor:  

Festivals are a great part of the calendar in our nation. Our rich cultural heritage 

has inspired us to celebrate it grand. Our School has performed in the same 

manner celebrating the major festivals of the year ever though online. The 

Celebrations like Diya Day, Season of Peace, farmer fest created memorable 

moments in the minds of students and viewers alike 

Celebrations of National Importance:  

Gandhi Jayanthi, Teacher’s Day and Children’s day Celebration were big events of 

the year that indeed stressed upon the values of non-violence and tolerance, 

respect and kindness and were highlighted in order for inculcation of these 

among the students. 

Social Media Publicize:  

 Newsletter was published every month as an official record of the events of the 

month and the news conduct of the activities, events and programmers were  



 

shared in the social Media through the Facebook. The Facebook page of the 

school received quite a lot of views because of the release of promotional videos 

that gave tips on parenting know-how on dealing with children and expert talk 

on selecting a school for the children of Kindergarten and middle School age. To 

sum a year in a few frames or words is a humungous task. I would be described 

guilty of having left out one event here or one there. To summarize schooling at 

G.H.G. Academy, Khandoor Education is a shared commitment between 

dedicated teacher, motivated students and enthusiastic parents with high 

expectations.  

 

Thank you.  

Principal  

G.H.G. Academy, Khandoor 


